Solution Brief

Modernize your data system

Azure Synapse smart features:

Microsoft Azure Synapse Analytics
It’s smart to invest in data. As organizations across the world cope with market change, data is
becoming a key enabler for transformation. Data—paired with an advanced analytics and
business intelligence solution—provides the visibility to make strategic choices that help you
scale rapidly, make smarter investments and innovate for the future.

Code-free visual environments for
managing data pipelines

Insight brings together unmatched technology, implementation expertise, and technical support
to help you build a modern analytics system and amplify the value of your data. We leverage
Microsoft Azure Synapse to deliver rich analysis and actionable insights at blazing speeds.

What is Azure Synapse
Azure Synapse is an end-to-end integrated analytics service that bridges the data warehouses
and big data analytics systems and accelerates time to insight from all your data at any scale.
Synapse works with the Microsoft Azure ecosystem to answer the most vital business questions
for all your users in near real-time.
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Synapse brings together SQL technologies used in enterprise data warehousing, Spark
technologies used for big data analytics, and Azure Pipelines to orchestrate activities and data
movement in a code-free environment. It also incorporates the cloud-native Synapse Studio for
a unified experience for all users.
A key component of the Synapse experience is Synapse Link which enables you to run real-time
analytics on your operational data in a single click, without any impact on your operational
systems. It is a simple, low cost, cloud-native HTAP implementation that removes the barriers
between operational data and analytics systems, and eliminates complexity, bloat, and time
lags in analysis.
Synapse supports Power BI and empowers data engineers to build solutions that work end-to-end
and provide rich data visualizations and business intelligence. Azure Synapse also provides built-in
support for AzureML that facilitates predictive model building and advanced analytics with
machine learning.

Intelligent workload management,
workload isolation and
limitless concurrency

The option to securely access datasets
and use Power BI to build dashboards

Solution capabilities
Azure Synapse is a path-breaking solution that paints a complete picture of your performance by
combining new streaming data with historical data. The simple, scalable and intelligent workload
management significantly boosts developer productivity and accelerates time to insight.

The key capabilities of the Azure Synapse solution are:
• Analytics are offered through SQL pool or SQL on-demand (serverless mode)
• Apache Spark pool with full support for Scala, Python, SparkSQL, and C#
• Data Flow offering a code-free big data transformation experience
• Data integration and orchestration to integrate your data and operationalize all of your
code development

Why Insight
With Insight, you get a strategic
partner to help you manage today’s
challenges and prepare for the future.
Rely on us when you want to make
smarter investments and transform
your business.

30 + years of experience in
digital transformation

• Studio to access all of these capabilities through a single cloud-based interface

By leveraging our fully managed dynamically scalable service, you will
• Maximize your data value: Unify, cloud-enable, analyze, and serve all your
data—structured, unstructured and streaming (all formats and locations)—for a single
unified view of your business.
• Build and scale swiftly: Develop end-to-end analytics solutions in hours and days,
not months. Deliver actionable insights to the entire organization in minutes.

Top 1% Microsoft partner
18 Gold & Silver
competencies
Including:

• Drive DataOps culture: Enable collaborative, faster decision-making at every level of the
organization with an unconstrained, robust and mature data flow.

• Data Analytics

• Power real-time data discoveries: Drive agility and responsiveness across the organization
with instant intelligence and gain a competitive edge.

• Cloud Platform and

• Enable self-service capabilities: Put business intelligence in the hands of the users so they
can innovate faster and efficiently.

• Cloud Customer

• Support machine learning: Apply machine learning models to make your intelligent apps
work smarter over time.
• Adopt robust security and access control: Shield your data and users with
industry-leading row-level and column-level security and data-masking.

• Data Platform

Cloud Productivity
Relationship Management

Microsoft awards winner
• Microsoft Worldwide Artificial

Intelligence Partner of the Year
• Microsoft U.S. Partner Award for

Data & AI – Internet of Things
• Microsoft U.S. Partner Award for

Apps and Infrastructure – Open
Source on Azure

Level up with Azure Synapse

Limitless scale and speed:
Support data across all
platforms at blazing speed

Powerful insights:
AI-driven augmented
intelligence spots trends that
even experts might overlook

Reliable security:
Industry-leading protection
for your data

Best price-performance:
14x faster and costs 94% less
than other cloud providers1

Meaningful solutions to drive
business outcomes
We help our clients combine data-driven insights,
strong technology and deep empathy to deliver innovative
solutions that sharpen your competitive edge. We believe
that data - paired with business intelligence, analytics and
augmented learning - has unlimited potential to manage
today’s challenges and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.
Our end-to-end services empower you to effectively
leverage technology solutions to overcome challenges,
support growth and innovation, reduce risk, and
transform the business.

Learn more at:

insight.com
Instant intelligence:
Automated complex analysis
serves up data-rich,
easy-to-use visualizations
for the business user

About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight
Intelligent Technology SolutionsTM that help your organization
run smarter.
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments,
empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business
and create meaningful experiences.
www.insight.com

About Microsoft
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) enables digital
transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an
intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower every person
and every organization on the planet to achieve more.
www.microsoft.com
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